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1. Introduction
 
  Palmaris Longus muscle (PLM) is a slender, fusiform 
muscle that is said to be phylogenetically degenerating. 
Proximally attaching to the medial epicondyle of the 
humerus by the common flexor tendon and the adjacent 
intermuscular septa, it forms part of the superficial group 
of muscles in the anterior compartment of the forearm.  A 
feature of this muscle is it short body which tappers to a 
long tendon of variable length, coursing distally towards the 
flexor retinaculum. A few fibers detach from the tendon and 
intertwine with the transverse fibers of the retinaculum. The 
tendon intercrosses the retinaculum, broadens as a flat plate 
and inserts into the palmar aponeurosis[1-4]. 
  The action of the Palmaris longus muscle is to weakly flex 
the wrist and tense the palmar aponeurosis, synergized 
by flexor carpi radialis, flexor carpi ulnaris (to which it 
intervenes) and flexor digitorum supereficialis muscles. It 
also appears to act as an anchor for the skin and fascia of 

the hand, in resisting horizontal shearing forces in a distal 
direction[1,5,6]. It is supplied by the median nerve (C7, C8)
[4]. It is considered to be a dispensable muscle since its 
absence does not significantly affect wrist function[1],[3],[6]. 
However it is of clinical importance since it is relevant 
in surgery for correcting ptosis, management of facial 
paralysis, lip augmentation, various nerve palsies, digital 
pulley reconstruction[5,7]. Its presence has also been 
identified as an independent risk factor in carpal tunnel 
syndrome[4,8]. 
  PLM has been described as the commonest musculoskeletal 
variation in the human body[3,5]. Some of these variations 
in the muscle include classical, double, reverse, central 
and bifida[1,3,5,9]. The first report of its absence was reported 
in 1559 by colombus in De Re Anatomica Libri. Standard 
anatomical texts place the prevalence of PLM agensis at 
about 15%[2,3]. 
  Different researchers have studied the prevalence of PLM 
agenesis in various populations and have concluded that 
the prevalence of PLM agenesis is ethnically determined. 
However there is paucity of information on PLM agenesis in 
Africa[5]. Studies documented to the best of our knowledge 
have not included the Ghanaian population. We attempt 
to determine the prevalence of PLM agenesis in Ghana using 
students of the University of Cape Coast, Ghana as a model.   
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Objective: Background: Studies have documented the agenesis of Palmaris longus muscle in 
different populations but none has included the Ghanaian population. Methods: The study 
involved 226 subjects (130 females and 96 males) who are students of the University of Cape Coast, 
Cape Coast, Ghana. The presence of the PLM was clinically determined using the Schaeffer’s test. 
Subjects in which the tendon was not visualized or palpable, two other tests were performed to 
confirm the absence. Results: The total prevalence of absence of PLM was 3.1%; absence on the 
left hand was commoner than on the right hand. The frequency of PLM absence was also slightly 
higher in females than in males representing 1.8% and 1.3% respectively. One female had the PLM 
absent bilaterally whiles a male subject had a trifid tendon on the right forearm with a bifid on the 
left. Conclusion: The prevalence of PLM agenesis in the Ghanaian population is lower compared 
to values coated in standard textbook on surgery. PLM is not diminishing as fast as observed in 
some population hence it is can be readily used as donor tendon by Ghanaian  surgeons. 
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2. Materials and methods

  The study was a descriptive survey involving 226 students 
(452 upper extremities) - 130 females and 96 males- age 
between 18 to 30 years were recruited from the University 
of Cape coast, Ghana for this study. Data was obtained after 
oral consent was obtained from the subjects. Convenient 
random sampling method was used to obtain the sample 
size. Students were selected for the study because of higher 
tendency to cover various ethnic groups in Ghana[10].
  Non-Ghanaian students were excluded from the study. 
Individuals with physical disability (including those 
resulting from trauma, be it spine, lower or upper limb), any 
prior surgery (to upper or lower limb) and any upper limb 
injuries were also excluded from the study.
  Three clinical tests for the presence (or absence) of the 
tendon were employed. Findings were recorded for both 
upper limbs. Age, sex and dominant hand of subjects were 
also recorded. The subjects were initially asked to do the 
standard test for the assessment of the PL tendon. If the 
tendon was not visualized or palpable, 2 additional tests 
were done to confirm the absence. These tests have been 
described in literature[1,3,5].
  1. Standard test (Schaeffer’s test): The subject is asked to 
oppose the thumb to the little finger and then flex the wrist[1].

  2. Mishra’s test I: The metacarpo-phalangeal joints of all 
fingers are passively hyperextended by the examiner and the 
subject is asked to actively flex the wrist[3].
  3. Hiz-Ediz test: This was performed by applying resistance 
to flexion of fingers and wrist while all fingers were at the 
opposite position with the wrist at slight flexion[3].
All of the three tests were applied on all cases by the same 
examiner. When the PLM was not seen under the skin at the 
distal of the forearm on the wrist and was not palpated at the 
same position, the PLM was considered absent[3]. 

3. Results

  The subjects’ ages ranged from 18 to 30 years with a mean 
age of 22.18 +3.99 years. 
  The total prevalence of absence of PLM was 3.1% (PLM 
was present in 96.9%) in the studied population, absence 
on the left hand was commoner (1.77%) than on the right 
hand (0.89%). 1 female subject had the PL absent bilaterally 
(see fig. 1.1 and fig. 1.2), representing 0.44% of the studied 
population. The frequency of PL absence was also slightly 
higher in females than in males, representing 1.8% and 1.3% 
respectively. 4.9% of the studied population had a bifid PL 
(see fig 1.3); a right bifid tendon was commoner than a left 
bifid PL, representing 60% and 40% of the population with 
bifid tendons respectively. One male subject had a trifid 
tendon on the right upper limb (see fig 1.4), representing 
0.44% of the studied population.

4. Discussion 

  The prevalence of PLM tendon agenesis has been reported 
to vary among ethnic groups[11]. This research was an 
attempt to determine the prevalence of the absence of 
Palmaris longus muscle in the Ghanaian population using 
university students as a model.
  In our study PLM agenesis was detected as 3.8%. The 
prevalence rate we observed in our study is similar to what 
was observed in Zimbabwean (1.5%), Congolese (3.0%)[12], 
Ugandan (1.02%)[13] and Nigerian (6.7%)[1] Populations. Other 
studies in China (4.6%)[11] and Korea (0.9%)[14] have also 
reported lower prevalence rates compared to those quoted 
in textbooks in surgery[15],[16]. Interestingly, a Turkish[3], an 
Indian[17] and another Nigerian study[5] recorded rates (15.1%, 
17.2% and 12.6% respectively) similar to what was observed 
in standard textbooks. Caucasian studies put the prevalence 
rate between 5.5%[3] and 24%[18]. The Highest prevalence rate 
in literature was observed to be 63.9% in another Turkish 
study[19].   
  Unilateral agenesis was commoner than bilateral agenesis 
of PLM (frequently on the left upper limb). This supports 
work done by most researchers[17,20,21]. Also we observed 
that females were more likely to have agenesis of PLM than 
males. This again supports other published work[3],[20], but 
differs with what was observed in two studies[17],[18]. These 
varied finding were however not statistically significant as 
suggested other workers[11,22]. Some reports have indicated 
bilateral agenesis being more common[3,19]. 
  A trifid tendon of PLM is uncommon but has been reported 
also in a cadaveric study[7].
  We agree that radiography is a definite technique in 
determining variations in PLM though relatively more 
expensive[3]. Clinical assessment of the PLM tendon has 
shown to be an acceptable and equally effective way to 
test for PLM in cases where in vitro (e.g. cadaveric) studies 
cannot be done[17].
  We conclude that the prevalence of Palmaris longus muscle 
agenesis in Ghana is lower compared to what is quoted in 
standard textbooks. The low prevalence rate of PLM agenesis 
we observed in our study suggest it is not diminishing as 
rapidly as other races hence it is likely be available for use 
as donor tendon by surgeons in Ghana.
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